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The textural description of a solid can be seen as a two stages job. The first one consists in 
determining the mineralogical composition and the size of the components. Information 
collected during this step will be named Granularity Parameter (GP). The second stage is a 
study of the spatial distribution of the components, called below Distribution Parameter (DP). 
The proposed method quantifies GP and DP by respectively constitution heterogeneity (HC) 
and distribution heterogeneity (HD). HC and HD are functions defined by P. Gy, 1982 and 
1988 in his “Theory of particule material sampling”. 
The characterisation of a texture generally requires the use of several variables. For example, 
the Folk and Land classification of limestone involves at least two parameters: the size of the 
matrix components and the clasts relations. Let be first consider a way to quantify the 
distribution of one variable. 
The first step is to split up the “real solid” into elementary units (EU), the set of  EU makes up 
the “model solid”. A given real solid can be resolved in different model solids according to 
the definition of the EU. In this way, EU in a mineralized breccia can be defined as mono 
crystalline grains or as elements and cement. The studied variable must be measurable within 
each EU. For instance, if an ore is split up into mono crystalline grains and if the studied 
variable is the valuable mineral content, his measure, at the EU scale, is 1 if the EU is a grain 
of valuable mineral and 0 if the EU is a gangue mineral. 
The contribution of an EU i to the heterogeneity of the model solid with respect to a variable 

φ can be evaluated (Gy, 1988) by: hφ,i =
aφ,i − aφ
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∑ = VΣ /n average of Vi; aφ,i the measure of φ in i; 
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∑  the value of φ in the solid. 

According to Gy, 1988, the heterogeneity of constitution of the solid (HCφ) with respect to the 
variable φ is the variance of hφ,i: HCφ = var(hφ,i ). HCφ is an intrinsic characteristic of the solid 
taking into account the magnitude of φ in the solid and the size of components; therefore HCφ 
can work as an estimate of GP. 
HCφ is independent of the distribution of φ in the solid. To account for this factor, let consider 
a network devoted to gather information on the spatial distribution of φ. This network would 



be designed in a way insuring homogeneity during collection of data. This could be done with 
a cubic periodic lattice characterised by: the volume VMO of the cell and the scale of 
observation ( α = VΣ /VMO). Unbiased condition is realized if the lattice strictly fit the solid. 
The contribution of a cell j to the heterogeneity of φ in the model solid can be evaluated by: 

hφ,α, j =
aφ,α, j − aφ
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scale α; Uj the volume of matter assigned to the cell j; U  average of Uj. To distinguish 
between an aggregate of EU identical in nature and one EU of the same composition 
displaying a volume equal to that of the aggregate, the following rule is adopted: all EU which 
barycentre belong to the cell j are assigned to j. As a result of this rule, Uj can be greater than 
VMO and some cells can be empty. Let β(α) the number of cell devoid of matter. According to 
Gy, 1988, at the scale α, the heterogeneity of distribution of the solid with respect to the 
variable φ (= HDφ,α) is the variance of hφ,α,j: 

HDφ,α = var(hφ,α, j) = α −β α( )( )⋅
aφ,α, j − aφ
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; where uj = U j /VΣ is the relative 

volume of matter assigned to the cell j. HDφ,α is a function of: (1) the scale α of the lattice, (2) 
the spatial distribution of φ. This function display two useful properties: 

(i) If VMO = VΣ ⇒ α =1⇒ HDφ,α = 0. 
(ii) There is a value αc such as ∀j , n j = 0 or 1⇒ for α ≥ α c HDφ,α = HCφ , where nj is 

the number of EU assigned to the cell j. 
Therefore diagram HDφ,α/HCφ versus α can be used to compare distributions of φ in distinct 

solids and, for a given solid, the integral Aφ =
HDφ,α

HCφ

⋅ dα
1

αc

∫  is defined without ambiguity. So, 

Aφ can work as an estimate of DP. 
Among the parameters defined above, some, as αc and β(α), characterise the geometry of the 
EU; some, as HCφ and Aφ, can be used to assess the “texture” of a variable φ. β(α) is a 
function of: α, Vi, size distribution of Vi, morphology and orientation of EU. So, a diagram 
β(α) versus α can give granularity information on the model solid. A textural description 
involves generally several variables. Let consider a texture characterised by K variables. At 
least, two graphical representations of such texture can be done: either a spider like diagram 
HDφ k ,α /HCφ k

 (k=1 to K) versus α, where HDφ k ,α /HCφ k
contour lines delineated a landscape 

accounting for the texture; or a HCφ k
versus Aφ diagram where the set of K points represent 

the texture. A textural change, in the first case appears as a relief evolution, in the second case 
as K different translations working on the initial K points. 
In the line of the work of Martin et al., 2005 on classification of soils, studies in process deal 
with an interpretation of Aφ and HCφ as relative entropy through the Shannon theory of 
information. 
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